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Abstract
This paper proposes a method for semiparametric regression analysis of large-scale data which are
distributed over multiple hosts. This enables modeling of nonlinear relationships and both the batch
approach, where analysis starts after all data have been collected, and the real-time setting are ad-
dressed. The methodology is extended to operate in evolving environments, where it can no longer be
assumed that model parameters remain constant over time. Two areas of application for the method-
ology are presented: regression modeling when there are multiple data owners and regression mod-
eling within the MapReduce framework. A website, realtime-semiparametric-regression.net,
illustrates the use of the proposed method on United States domestic airline data in real-time.
Keywords: distributed learning; semiparametric regression; variational Bayes; data streams; evolv-
ing environments; real-time; MapReduce; big data
1 Introduction
In recent years, advances in the field of electronics, telecommunication, computer and engineering
sciences have led to a very strong increase, both in terms of speed and volume, in data being
generated. Popular exponents of the present large-scale data era are companies as Facebook Inc.
and Google Inc., of which the latter has already been processing more than 20 petabytes of data
per day since 2008, but government organizations are also important players (Dean and Ghemawat,
2008; Kalil, 2012).
Due to the declining costs of bandwidth, computing power and storage of data, it is expected
that this trend will persist in the future. Inevitably, this necessitates the design of tools to gain
insights into these large-scale data sets. Therefore, the design of data mining, statistical and ma-
chine learning algorithms to examine large amounts of data and support decision making is of key
interest. Commonly used approaches in this research field are clustering, dimensionality reduction,
filtering, classification and regression modeling. The focus of this paper is regression modeling, more
specifically, semiparametric regression which represents a large class of regression models that allow
for nonlinear effects in predictive models (Ruppert et al., 2003). The typical approach to address
semiparametric regression modeling is by analyzing the data in one batch. This requires collecting
all data before analysis and storing it on one machine. Having all data available at a central location
is, however, unrealistic or not feasible for the large-scale setting. For example, Google Inc. designed
and implemented a scalable distributed file system to meet its storage needs and, more recently, re-
ported about Spanner, its scalable, multi-version, globally distributed, and synchronously-replicated
database, having data centers spread all over the world (Ghemawat et al., 2003; Corbett et al., 2012).
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Other examples of organizations that have their data distributed over multiple locations are federal
departments and agencies, retail companies, but also peer-to-peer networks are part of this scenario.
Moreover, in many contexts it can be in the interest of the different organizations (e.g. networks
of retailers, hospitals) to combine their individual, potentially non-distributed, data sets to discover
new knowledge for improved decision making.
When large data sets are distributed over multiple machines or locations, moving the actual
data is usually not a solution due to the associated communication complexity. Apart from the
inefficiency, data confidentiality is another important reason to develop feasible alternatives, since
different cooperating organizations may not be allowed or willing to share raw data. In this paper, the
focus is on so-called horizontally distributed data, meaning that each data host stores different data
subjects, but holds the same attributes (Du et al., 2004). In the regression context this means that
the different hosts store different samples and have all corresponding predictor variables available.
The literature on regression modeling for horizontally distributed data sets is largely concerned with
multivariate linear regression (Karr et al., 2005, 2007; Ghosh and Reiter, 2012). An exception to
this is the study by Ghosh et al. (2007) that presented an approach based on multivariate adaptive
regression splines to incorporate more flexibility in the model. These approaches typically combine
the output from local regression models (cf. ensemble learning) or combine local summary statistics
to find the global regression model. Other notable studies are those by Boyd et al. (2011) and
Sundhar Ram et al. (2012) in the context of distributed convex optimization and Predd et al.
(2006).
The focus of this paper, by contrast, is on semiparametric regression modeling for data sets
that are horizontally partitioned over multiple hosts and the use of mean field variational Bayes
(MFVB) for approximate inference (Wainwright and Jordan, 2008; Ormerod and Wand, 2010).
Interpreting semiparametric regression in terms of graphical models offers an elegant and unified way
to handle, for example, generalized additive models, geostatistical models, wavelet nonparametric
regression models and their various combinations (Wand and Ormerod, 2011). Moreover, MFVB
provides a fast alternative to Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) for fitting these models while it
exhibits excellent accuracy for the models that this paper deals with. The methodology also enables
handling of grouped data, within-subject correlation, automated regularization parameter inference
and various (hierarchical) priors. Importantly, apart from point estimates, measures of uncertainty
can be obtained in a straightforward way.
While data sets have typically been processed in batch, nowadays, there is increasing interest in
real-time systems that require so-called online stream-processing (Michalak et al., 2012). Other stud-
ies outside of semiparametric regression that developed online methods for horizontally partitioned
data are Guestrin et al. (2004), Bhaduri and Kargupta (2008), Pozdnoukhov and Kaiser (2011) and
Yan et al. (2013). Interestingly, the former three studies included mechanisms for concept drift in the
algorithms for distributed regression. Online MFVB algorithms that make a single pass through the
data have recently been developed. Hoffman et al. (2010) and Wang et al. (2011) proposed MFVB
methods for latent Dirichlet allocation and the hierarchical Dirichlet process for topic modeling, re-
spectively. Tchumtchoua et al. (2011) used online MFVB inference for high-dimensional correlated
data and, very recently, Luts et al. (2013) proposed real-time semiparametric regression through
MFVB approximate inference. However, it appears that these MFVB-based studies only dealt with
non-distributed data sets for inference. Therefore, this paper demonstrates batch semiparametric
regression for large-scale horizontally distributed data sets and real-time semiparametric regression
for processing of horizontally distributed infinite data streams. The proposed algorithms provide
exact solutions in the sense that an identical solution is obtained as when all data would have been
available at a central location. In addition, this study proposes approaches for temporal adapta-
tion for real-time semiparametric regression of distributed data streams, offering fully-automated
regularization for evolving environments. A website is created for real-time demonstration of these
methods on live airline data.
Section 2 provides background material on semiparametric regression and MFVB approximate
inference. Semiparametric regression for distributed data sets is introduced in Section 3. Both batch
and real-time processing are treated. In Section 4 two approaches are presented to handle the issue of
evolving environments for real-time semiparametric regression. Section 5 deals with two application
areas of the proposed methodology: semiparametric regression in case of multiple data owners and
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within the MapReduce framework (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008; White, 2009). A dynamic website
that illustrates the methodology on live airline data is the focus of Section 6. Closing remarks are
made in Section 7.
2 Variational Bayesian inference for semiparametric regres-
sion
Penalized splines are often used in the semiparametric regression literature to model nonlinear
functional relationships (Ruppert et al., 2009). Consider the simple model
f(xi) = β0 + β1xi +
K∑
k=1
ukzk(xi), uk
ind.∼ N(0, σ2u), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (1)
with model parameters β0, β1, u1, . . . , uK and smoothing parameter σ
2
u, while
ind.∼ denotes distributed
independently. The z1(·), . . . , zK(·) represent spline basis functions and in this paper O’Sullivan
splines, providing a close approximation to smoothing splines, are used for this purpose (Wand and
Ormerod, 2008). Note that (1) can be interpreted as a linear mixed model and leads to the following
Bayesian Gaussian response model
yi|β0, β1, u1, . . . , uK ind.∼ N
(
β0 + β1xi +
∑K
k=1 ukzk(xi), σ
2
ε
)
,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, uk ind.∼ N(0, σ2u), β0, β1 ind.∼ N(0, σ2β),
(2)
for given smoothing parameter σ2u, error variance σ
2
ε and positive hyperparameter σ
2
β . By assuming
an arbitrary number of predictor variables and introducing uninformative priors for σ2u1, . . . , σ
2
ur
and σ2ε the more general representation of (2) becomes
y|β,u, σ2ε ∼ N(Xβ +Zu, σ2ε In), β ∼ N(0, σ2βIp),
u|σ2u1, . . . , σ2ur ∼ N(0,blockdiag(σ2u1 IK1 , . . . , σ2ur IKr )),
σu`
ind.∼ Half-Cauchy(Au`), 1 ≤ ` ≤ r, σε ∼ Half-Cauchy(Aε),
(3)
where y is an n × 1 vector of response variables, Aε and Au` are positive hyperparameters, β is a
p×1 vector of fixed effects, u is a (∑rl=1Kl)×1 vector of random effects andX and Z corresponding
design matrices. In this paper, all examples are based on the following values for the hyperparam-
eters: σ2β = 10
8 and Aε = Au` = 10
5. Note that the variance parameters σ2u1, . . . , σ
2
ur correspond
to the sub-blocks of u having size K1, . . . ,Kr, respectively. In this model the Half-Cauchy(A) prior
is such that the prior density of σ is p(σ) ∝ {1 + (σ/A)2}−1, σ > 0. To obtain an equivalent, but
more tractable model, the form σ ∼ Half-Cauchy(A) is replaced in (3) by the auxiliary variable
representation introduced in Wand et al. (2011)
σ2| a ∼ Inverse-Gamma (1/2, 1/a) , a ∼ Inverse-Gamma (1/2, 1/A2) ,
where v ∼ Inverse-Gamma(A,B) if and only if its density function is
p(v) = BAΓ(A)−1 v−A−1 exp(−B/v), v > 0.
As Zhao et al. (2006) reported, model (3) is quite general and encompasses a large class of models,
including simple random effects models, cross random effects models, nested random effects models,
generalized additive models, semiparametric mixed models, bivariate smoothing and geoadditive
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models. For example, in the case of a simple semiparametric model with one predictor and a
random intercept, (3) reduces to
yij |β0, β1, u1, . . . , uK , Ui, σ2ε ind.∼ N(β0 + β1 xij +
∑K
k=1 ukzk(xij) + Ui, σ
2
ε),
1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ ni, β0, β1 ind.∼ N(0, σ2β), uk ind.∼ N(0, σ2u),
Ui|σ2U ind.∼ N(0, σ2U ), σu ∼ Half-Cauchy(Au),
σU ∼ Half-Cauchy(AU ), σε ∼ Half-Cauchy(Aε),
(4)
where (xij , yij) represents the jth predictor/response pair for the ith group, with ni denoting the
number of subjects in group i and m the total number of groups. An extension of random intercept
model (4) is used for the real-life example in Section 6.
MFVB is a class of methods relying on approximate inference of posterior density functions
(Wainwright and Jordan, 2008; Ormerod and Wand, 2010). A mean field approximation is founded
upon approximating the posterior density function p(θ|y), e.g. parameter vector θ = [β,u, au1, . . . ,
aur, aε, σ
2
u1, . . . , σ
2
ur, σ
2
ε ]
T for model (3), by a product form q(θ) =
∏d
i=1 qi(θi). The choice of the
qi(θi) density functions is guided by the notion of Kullback-Leibler divergence∫
q(θ) log
{
q(θ)
p(θ|y)
}
dθ, (5)
such that the distance between
∏d
i=1 qi(θi) and p(θ|y) is minimized. It can be shown that an equiv-
alent optimization problem corresponds to maximizing the so-called lower bound on the marginal
likelihood p(y),
p(y; q) ≡ exp
[∫
q(θ) log
{
p(θ,y)
q(θ)
}
dθ
]
.
The optimal q∗i (θi) density functions, in terms of minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence in (5),
are known to satisfy
q∗i (θi) ∝ exp

∫ ∏
j 6=i
qj(θj)
 log p(θ,y) dθ−i
 ,
where θ−i = [θ1, . . . ,θi−1,θi+1, . . . ,θd]T .
Although MFVB is limited in its approximation accuracy when compared to MCMC, which can
be made arbitrarily accurate by increasing the Monte Carlo sample sizes, the latter is much slower
than MFVB. Moreover, the accuracy of MFVB for the models that are considered in this paper is
typically excellent.
For the mixed model in (3) the mean field approximation and chosen product form
p(β,u, au1, . . . , aur, aε, σ
2
u1, . . . , σ
2
ur, σ
2
ε |y)
≈ q(β,u, au1, . . . , aur, aε, σ2u1, . . . , σ2ur, σ2ε)
≈ q(β,u, au1, . . . , aur, aε) q(σ2u1, . . . , σ2ur, σ2ε),
lead to the following optimal product density functions: q∗(β,u, au1, . . . , aur, aε) is the product
of the N(µq(β,u),Σq(β,u)) density function, Inverse-Gamma(1, Bq(au`)) density functions, 1 ≤ ` ≤
r, and the Inverse-Gamma(1, Bq(aε)) density function, while q
∗(σ2u1, . . . , σ
2
ur, σ
2
ε) is the product of
Inverse-Gamma( 12 (K` + 1), Bq(σ2u`)) density functions for 1 ≤ ` ≤ r and the Inverse-Gamma( 12 (n+
1), Bq(σ2ε)) density function. Notice that this solution results in so-called induced factorizations. For
example, the factorization q(β,u, au1, . . . , aur, aε) = q(β,u) q(au1), . . . , q(aur) q(aε) is not assumed
a priori.
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Since the optimal parameters in the q∗ density functions are interrelated, for example,
Σq(β,u) =
[
µq(1/σ2ε)C
TC + blockdiag{σ−2β Ip, µq(1/σ2u1)IK1 , . . . , µq(1/σ2ur)IKr}
]−1
,
withC = [XZ], the iterative coordinate ascent Algorithm 1 is used to compute the optimal densities
where the logarithm of the lower bound equals
log p(y; q) =
p+
∑r
`=1K`
2
− n
2
log(2pi)− (r + 1) log(pi)− p
2
log(σ2β) +
1
2
log(|Σq(β,u)|)
+ log
(
Γ
(
n+ 1
2
))
− 1
2σ2β
{||µq(β)||2 + tr(Σq(β))} −
(
n+ 1
2
)
log(Bq(σ2ε))
+µq(1/aε)µq(1/σ2ε) − log(Aε)− log(Bq(aε)) +
r∑
`=1
{
log
(
Γ
(
K` + 1
2
))
− log(Au`)
− log(Bq(au`))−
(
K` + 1
2
)
log(Bq(σ2u`)) + µq(1/au`)µq(1/σ2u`)
}
.
Algorithm 1 Mean field variational Bayes algorithm for obtaining the parameters in the optimal
densities for the Gaussian linear mixed model (3).
Require: C,y, n, p,K`, µq(1/σ2ε), Aε, µq(1/σ2u`), Au`, σ
2
β with 1 ≤ ` ≤ r
1: while the increase in log p(y; q) is significant do
2: Σq(β,u) ←
[
µq(1/σ2ε)C
TC + blockdiag{σ−2β Ip, µq(1/σ2u1)IK1 , . . . , µq(1/σ2ur)IKr}
]−1
3: µq(β,u) ← µq(1/σ2ε) Σq(β,u)CTy; µq(1/aε) ← 1/{µq(1/σ2ε) +A−2ε }
4: µq(1/σ2ε) ←
n+ 1
2µq(1/aε) + y
Ty − 2µTq(β,u)CTy + tr[(CTC){Σq(β,u) + µq(β,u)µTq(β,u)}]
5: for ` = 1→ r do
6: µq(1/au`) ← 1/{µq(1/σ2u`) +A
−2
u` }; µq(1/σ2u`) ←
K` + 1
2µq(1/au`) + ‖µq(u`)‖2 + tr(Σq(u`))
7: end for
8: end while
3 Semiparametric regression for distributed data sets
Specifying an appropriate regression model might be difficult when data are spread over multiple
hosts and there is no opportunity to inspect the combined data set. In these circumstances, semi-
parametric regression represents a viable alternative to multivariate linear regression, as the latter
requires having to choose in advance which polynomial terms to include or transformations to apply.
On the other hand, the MFVB approach that was presented in Section 2 includes inference for the
smoothing parameters σ2u`, 1 ≤ ` ≤ r and, as a consequence, offers fully-automated fitting of flexible
relationships between predictors and the dependent variable. The following sections explain how to
perform semiparametric regression for distributed data in the batch and the real-time setting.
3.1 Batch processing
Algorithm 1 relies on having the data for all n samples in one location and receives these as input
via C and y. The crucial piece that allows extending Algorithm 1 towards the distributed setting
is how it uses the data: it only depends on the data through the quantities CTC, CTy, yTy and
n. Assuming that there are h different locations that host data, i.e. Cg, yg and ng, 1 ≤ g ≤ h,
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the following straightforward relationships can be used: CTC =
∑h
g=1C
T
g Cg, C
Ty =
∑h
g=1C
T
g yg,
yTy =
∑h
g=1 y
T
g yg and n =
∑h
g=1 ng.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the procedure for batch semiparametric regression for distributed data
sets. Note that P = p +
∑r
l=1Kl denotes the number of columns of C. Each host performs the
computation of the summary statistics locally and Algorithm 2 only relies on those summaries.
Therefore, there is no need to send the actual raw data over the network, thereby saving bandwidth
and speeding up the algorithm. This approach is particularly useful for large-scale data sets having
large sample sizes and it avoids security risks by data being flooded through the network. In
addition, all hosts can generate the local summary statistics simultaneously, but Algorithm 2 can
only start from the moment that all hosts have finished their local computations. The total number
of parameters that each host has to send equals P (P + 1)/2 + P + 2 since CTC is symmetric.
Depending on the structure of C, this number can further be reduced. Section 3.2 illustrates this
for the random intercept model (4). Note that Algorithm 2 assumes the existence of another party,
called combiner in this paper, which receives the local summary statistics from the data hosts and
manages the global semiparametric regression. However, as Section 5.1 points out, the existence of
a separate party is in fact not a requirement.
A potential issue with the proposed method is that the spline basis functions have to be set
without having the combined data set available. For example, a set of knot positions may need to be
specified. For many applications it is simple to specify the range of possible values beforehand. For
example, for a predictor variable corresponding to outside temperature in degrees Celsius or wind
speed in knots, equidistantly positioning knots within a reasonable range represents an effective
approach. Dealing with grouped data, e.g. within the context of random intercept model (4),
involves similar issues. Algorithm 2 requires specifying the number and kind of groups a priori.
Again, for many applications this is not a problem. For example, when flights are grouped per
airline, the total number of possible airlines can be determined beforehand. If these assumptions
are not reasonable, some adjustments have to be made.
Algorithm 2 Batch mean field variational Bayes algorithm for obtaining the parameters in the
optimal densities for the Gaussian linear mixed model (3) in case of distributed data sets.
Require: p, P,K`, µq(1/σ2ε), Aε, µq(1/σ2u`), Au`, σ
2
β with 1 ≤ ` ≤ r
1: CTC ← 0P×P ; CTy ← 0P×1; yTy ← 0; n← 0
2: for g = 1→ h do
3: retrieve CTg Cg, C
T
g yg, y
T
g yg and ng from host g
4: CTC ← CTC +CTg Cg; CTy ← CTy +CTg yg; yTy ← yTy + yTg yg; n← n+ ng
5: end for
6: while the increase in log p(y; q) is significant do
7: Σq(β,u) ←
[
µq(1/σ2ε)C
TC + blockdiag{σ−2β Ip, µq(1/σ2u1)IK1 , . . . , µq(1/σ2ur)IKr}
]−1
8: µq(β,u) ← µq(1/σ2ε) Σq(β,u)CTy; µq(1/aε) ← 1/{µq(1/σ2ε) +A−2ε }
9: µq(1/σ2ε) ←
n+ 1
2µq(1/aε) + y
Ty − 2µTq(β,u)CTy + tr[(CTC){Σq(β,u) + µq(β,u)µTq(β,u)}]
10: for ` = 1→ r do
11: µq(1/au`) ← 1/{µq(1/σ2u`) +A
−2
u` }; µq(1/σ2u`) ←
K` + 1
2µq(1/au`) + ‖µq(u`)‖2 + tr(Σq(u`))
12: end for
13: end while
3.1.1 Illustration for Sydney property rental data
This section illustrates distributed batch semiparametric regression by analyzing data from the
residential property rental market in Sydney, Australia. With more than a thousand real estate
offices, the Sydney real estate market is a highly competitive one. All together, 1447 real estate
offices hosted data belonging to 150471 properties during the period 9th May, 2012 and 25th May,
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2013. In this example, these data are processed by Algorithm 2 using the model
log(weekly renti)|β,u2,u3,u4,u5, σ2ε ind.∼
N(β0 + β1 housei + f2(number of bedroomsi)
+f3(number of bathroomsi) + f4(number of car spacesi)
+f5(longitudei, latitudei), σ
2
ε),
(6)
where weekly renti is the weekly rental amount in Australian dollars of the ith property, housei
is an indicator of the ith property being a house, townhouse or villa versus an apartment, and
number of bedroomsi is the number of bedrooms in the ith property. Variables concerning the
number of bathrooms and car spaces are defined in a similar way. The geographical location of the
ith property is included by the variables longitudei and latitudei. To execute Algorithm 2, the
fixed effect regression coefficients β0, β1 and the linear contributions to f2, . . . , f5 are stored in β,
while the spline basis coefficients for f2, . . . , f5 are stored in u2, . . . ,u5. The estimate of f5 is based
on bivariate thin plate splines (Ruppert et al., 2003).
Figure 1 shows various regression summaries resulting from fitting of (6) using Algorithm 1 on
data from real estate agency McGrath Leichhardt only, corresponding to 436 properties, and the
combined result from Algorithm 2 based on data hosted by 1447 real estate offices (i.e. 150471 prop-
erties). As expected, the estimates based on combining information from multiple hosts are more
reliable and the figure shows that more narrow 95% credible sets are obtained. The approximate
posterior density function for β1 shows that the average rental amount for houses is 9.5% higher
than for apartments after correcting for all other covariates. The remaining panels show the increase
in rental amount when the property includes more bedrooms, bathrooms or car spaces. Finally, a
color-coded geographical map of Sydney, based on the data from 1447 hosts, displays the weekly
rent for a two bedroom apartment with one bathroom and one car space for various geographical
locations (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Approximate posterior density functions, regression fits and corresponding 95% credible
sets for the Sydney property rental data example in Section 3.1.1. The first column displays the
impact of the property being a house or not, while the other three columns visualize the effects of
the number of bedrooms, bathrooms and car spaces on the weekly rent for apartments. The top row
results are based on data from the real estate agency McGrath Leichhardt only, whereas the bottom
row displays results based on data hosted by 1447 real estate offices.
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Figure 2: Color-coded geographical map of Sydney displaying the estimated mean weekly rent for a
two bedroom apartment with one bathroom and one car space for various geographical locations based
on data hosted by 1447 real estate offices as explained in Section 3.1.1.
3.2 Real-time processing
The implementation of online regression methods in real-time systems supports incremental calcu-
lations of regression results when new data arrive (Luts et al., 2013). This section focuses on the
more complicated setting where h different hosts simultaneously receive different streams of data,
independent from each other. While the hosts can individually monitor their data streams and
perform semiparametric regression in real-time, the real-time combined regression result based on
all h distributed data streams is of primary interest in this paper. Algorithm 3 summarizes how
the combiner manages the global semiparametric regression in an incremental manner for such a
setting.
First, the individual data hosts process their data streams locally in real-time. This includes
repeatedly extracting the dependent variable and the predictor variables from the stream, but
may involve additional preprocessing. Online semiparametric regression at each host is performed
according to Algorithm 3 of Luts et al. (2013). In addition to this, each host stores the summary
statistics for its incoming data cnew c
T
new, cnew ynew and y
2
new in a local buffer. Once the local buffer
of a host exceeds a threshold size, the sum of the buffer’s local summary statistics, i.e. CTb Cb, C
T
b yb,
yTb yb and nb, is sent to the combiner and the buffer is emptied. A buffer at the site of the data host
enables it to regulate data traffic and, depending on its size and the rate at which data are coming
in, the combiner will receive the local summary statistics with a certain delay. The combiner has its
own buffer where the summaries CTb Cb, C
T
b yb, y
T
b yb and nb from the different hosts are stored. The
use of a buffer at the combiner site allows a difference between the rate at which summary statistics
are received from the data hosts and the rate at which they can be processed by the combiner via
Algorithm 3. This setup enables the data hosts to operate independently and asynchronously from
each other. In addition, they can simultaneously process the different streams, speeding up the
computation of the combined semiparametric regression result.
Note that Algorithm 3 initializes the summary statistics in line 1 to zero and requires starting
values for µq(1/σ2ε) and µq(1/σ2u`). Section 2.1.1 of Luts et al. (2013) explains that good initialization by
means of a so-called warm-up step can be important for convergence of the real-time semiparametric
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Algorithm 3 Online mean field variational Bayes algorithm for obtaining the parameters in the
optimal densities for the Gaussian linear mixed model (3) in case of distributed data sets.
Require: p, P,K`, µq(1/σ2ε), Aε, µq(1/σ2u`), Au`, σ
2
β with 1 ≤ ` ≤ r
1: CTC ← 0P×P ; CTy ← 0P×1; yTy ← 0; n← 0
2: while new data available in buffer do
3: B ← number of items in buffer
4: read items from buffer and compute
∑B
b=1C
T
b Cb,
∑B
b=1C
T
b yb,
∑B
b=1 y
T
b yb and
∑B
b=1 nb
5: CTC ← CTC +∑Bb=1CTb Cb; CTy ← CTy +∑Bb=1CTb yb
6: yTy ← yTy +∑Bb=1 yTb yb; n← n+∑Bb=1 nb
7: Σq(β,u) ←
[
µq(1/σ2ε)C
TC + blockdiag{σ−2β Ip, µq(1/σ2u1)IK1 , . . . , µq(1/σ2ur)IKr}
]−1
8: µq(β,u) ← µq(1/σ2ε) Σq(β,u)CTy; µq(1/aε) ← 1/{µq(1/σ2ε) +A−2ε }
9: µq(1/σ2ε) ←
n+ 1
2µq(1/aε) + y
Ty − 2µTq(β,u)CTy + tr[(CTC){Σq(β,u) + µq(β,u)µTq(β,u)}]
10: for ` = 1→ r do
11: µq(1/au`) ← 1/{µq(1/σ2u`) +A
−2
u` }; µq(1/σ2u`) ←
K` + 1
2µq(1/au`) + ‖µq(u`)‖2 + tr(Σq(u`))
12: end for
13: end while
regression approach. For clarity of presentation, this warm-up step was not included in Algorithm
3. Although experiments have shown that warming-up is in the first place important for wavelet
regression and logistic regression (cf. Luts et al. (2013)), it can also easily be incorporated in
Algorithm 3. All it requires is running batch Algorithm 1 on a subset of data and using the
summary statistics and obtained estimates as starting values for Algorithm 3.
Closer inspection of Algorithm 3 reveals that line 6 involves inverting a matrix of size P × P ,
with P = p +
∑r
`=1K`. As also noted by Smith and Wand (2008) in the context of frequentist
inference for additive mixed models, na¨ıve implementation of line 6 can be extremely inefficient for
grouped data as in (4). Moreover, since Algorithm 3 aims to run in an online fashion on large-scale
data with potentially many groups, and as a consequence large P , it is important to optimize this
line of code. Smith and Wand (2008) outline a procedure for which the variance calculations are
linear in the number of groups, but omit the computation of correlations between any two groups.
Algorithm 3, however, does require calculating these inter-group correlations since the full matrix
Σq(β,u) is needed to compute µq(β,u), for example. The following paragraphs explain how line 6
can be solved in more efficient way for grouped data as for example the live example in Section 6.
Assume that C = [XZ1Z2], where the original design matrix Z is divided into a design matrix
that is only related to the Kr random intercepts, i.e. Z2, and a design matrix for all the rest, i.e.
Z1, including spline basis functions. This enables the block decomposition
M ≡ Σ−1q(β,u) = µq(1/σ2ε)

XTX + µ−1q(1/σ2ε)G1 X
TZ1 X
TZ2
ZT1 X Z
T
1 Z1 + µ
−1
q(1/σ2ε)
G2 Z
T
1 Z2
ZT2 X Z
T
2 Z1 Z
T
2 Z2 + µ
−1
q(1/σ2ε)
G3

= µq(1/σ2ε)
[
M11 M12
M21 M22
]
,
where G1 = σ
−2
β Ip, G2 = blockdiag{µq(1/σ2u1)IK1 , . . . , µq(1/σ2ur−1)IKr−1} and G3 = µq(1/σ2ur) IKr .
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The rules for computing the inverse of a block-partitioned matrix give
M−1 ≡ Σq(β,u) = µ−1q(1/σ2ε)
[
M11 M12
M21 M22
]
, (7)
with M11 = (M11 −M12M−122 M21)−1, M12 = −M11M12M−122 , M21 = (M12)T and M22 =
M−122 +M
−1
22 M21M
11M12M
−1
22 (Harville, 2000). Dealing with a large number of groups results in
the relationship Kr  p +
∑r−1
`=1 Kl. In these circumstances, the straightforward matrix multipli-
cations XTX, XTZ1 and Z
T
1 Z1 are relatively inexpensive. As also explained in Smith and Wand
(2008), Z2 has a special structure because of the random intercept design, thereby making the com-
putation of XTZ2 and Z
T
1 Z2 efficient. The biggest inverse that is needed in (7) is M
−1
22 , but since
M22 is diagonal it can be obtained in Kr steps. The final step to obtain Σ
−1
q(β,u) is computing M
22.
Whereas Smith and Wand (2008) only compute the diagonal elements of this matrix, Algorithm 3
requires all unique entries of this symmetric matrix. Denoting M12 = [h1, . . . ,hKr ], the elements
of M22 are
M22ii =
µq(1/σ2ε)
niµq(1/σ2ε)
+µq(1/σ2ur)
(
1 +
µq(1/σ2ε)
hTi M
11hi
niµq(1/σ2ε)
+µq(1/σ2ur)
)
,
M22ij =
µ2
q(1/σ2ε)
hTi M
11hj(
niµq(1/σ2ε)
+µq(1/σ2ur)
)(
njµq(1/σ2ε)
+µq(1/σ2ur)
) , i 6= j,
with ni the number of subjects in group i. Observe that the Kr(Kr + 1)/2 unique entries of M
22
can be computed in parallel. In addition, grouped data sets enable a further, significant reduction
in unique entries to be transferred from host to combiner as ZT2 Z2 is diagonal.
3.2.1 Illustration for simulated data
Consider the following model for a synthetic data example to illustrate Algorithm 3,
yi|β,u4,u5,u6, σ2ε ind.∼ N
(
β1 x1i + β2 x2i + β3 x3i + f4(x4i) + f5(x5i) + f6(x6i), σ
2
ε
)
,
where u` is the vector of spline coefficients for f`(·) with ` = 4, 5 and 6. The number of hosts is
fixed at h = 9 and each of these hosts processes 1000 samples, generated according to the model
above with x1i, x2i, x3i
ind.∼ Bernoulli (1/2) and x4i, x5i, x6i ind.∼ N(0, 1). The true values were set
at β1 = 0.2, β2 = −0.3, β3 = 0.6, f4(x) = 2Φ(6x − 3), f5(x) = sin(3pix3), f6(x) = cos(4pix)
and σ2ε = 1. Each host individually processes its incoming data in an online manner and, when
its local buffer contains summary statistics from 10 samples, it sends the corresponding sums to
the combiner. Assuming that all hosts simultaneously process their data at the same rate, the
combiner receives summary statistics from 90 samples at each time instance. Figure 3 visualizes the
approximate posterior density functions for the regression coefficients and the regression fits at the
site of the combiner and host 1. The approximate posterior density functions are first, i.e. time =
1, flat at host 1 and the combiner and regression fits show noisy relationships. As time progresses,
i.e. time = 20 and 100, these regression summaries start to approximate the true underlying values
and relationships. The link Real-time Gaussian additive model for distributed data on the
website realtime-semiparametric-regression.net points to a movie showing summaries of the
regression fits when the streaming data are simultaneously processed at 9 hosts and the combiner.
Convergence to the true values and nonlinear relationships is faster at the combiner than at an
individual host, illustrating the power of a real-time distributed semiparametric regression analysis.
The difference in rate of convergence is dependent on the number of hosts h. Note that a warm-up
sample of size 100 was used at the combiner and all 9 hosts, providing starting values for µq(1/σ2ε),
µq(1/σ2u`), C
TC, CTy, yTy and n. This explains the sample sizes 110 and 190 for host 1 and the
combiner at time = 1, respectively.
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Figure 3: Successive approximate posterior density functions for regression coefficients and regression
fits (solid lines) at the combiner and at host 1 out of 9 for the synthetic data example in Section
3.2.1. Dashed lines represent corresponding 95% credible sets and the number of samples that has
been processed at the combiner and host 1 at time = 1, 20 and 100 is indicated at the top. These
results are based on Algorithm 3 for real-time distributed MFVB. The axis limits are the same across
each row and a vertical line is positioned at the true value.
4 Evolving environments
The previous section outlined an algorithm for continuous learning for distributed data sets based on
the assumption that the underlying true model (e.g. β, u and σ2ε) does not change over time. In this
section, two approaches are proposed to relax this assumption since handling evolving environments
is almost inherently connected with real-time streaming data analysis: the characteristics of the new
incoming data can change over time in a data stream. The first approach relies on the definition of
a time window, while the second is based on reweighting older data.
4.1 Adaptation through a time window
When data arrive in a stream, newer samples are often more relevant for the present situation than
older samples. For example, housing market data from the last month might be more informative
than data from 24 months ago if one aims to create a predictive model for the near future. However,
in some situations data from the same month, season (or quarter in economics) from the previous
year might be more relevant than the previous month or season of the current year. In both situations
it is often possible to define an appropriate time period of interest, such that only samples from
within that specific time frame contribute to the regression fit. In this paper the time period of
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interest is called the time window and, as time evolves, the time window is shifted so that older
samples leave the window and new samples enter the window. Although this section assumes a fixed
window width, the methodology can be generalized to a time-variable window width.
Extending Algorithm 3 towards evolving environments using a time window simply requires
modifying lines 4–5 to
CTC ← CTC +
B∑
b=1
CTb Cb −CToldCold; CTy ← CTy +
B∑
b=1
CTb yb −CToldyold (8)
and
yTy ← yTy +
B∑
b=1
yTb yb − yToldyold; n← n+
B∑
b=1
nold − nold (9)
where Cold, yold and nold correspond to the data and number of samples that leave the time window
at a certain point in time, respectively. Note that this extension, in contrast to the original Algorithm
3 in Section 3.2, assumes that new data are temporally stored such that their contribution to the
summary statistics can later be removed.
For illustrative purposes, the first synthetic data example in this section considers the simple
linear regression model,
yi|β0, β1, σ2ε ind.∼ N
(
β0 + β1 xi, σ
2
ε
)
with xi
ind.∼ Uniform (0, 1) . (10)
The true values for the different parameters are gradually decreased over time: β0 ∈ {4, 3.665, 3.33},
β1 ∈ {3, 2.72, 2.44} and σ2ε ∈ {0.350, 0.325, 0.300}. For the first, second and third combination of
parameters 300, 500 and 400 (xi, yi)-pairs were generated, respectively. Figure 4 visualizes the result
from applying a simplified version (i.e. the linear regression model above being a simplification of
model (3)) of Algorithm 3 with the extension in (8)–(9) to this data set. A fixed window size of 100
samples is used and the ith time instance on the horizontal axis represents the moment when the ith
and (i− 100)th sample enters and leaves the time window, respectively. For example, the estimated
value for β0 at time = 200 is exclusively based on samples 101 to 200. The online algorithm is
compared with batch Algorithm 2 which is used on all samples in the current time window. Each
time an old (new) sample leaves (enters) the time window the full batch analysis needs to be repeated
entirely. The results show that the mean estimates and 95% credible sets from the online algorithm
and the batch algorithm coincide. In addition, the underlying truth is contained in the 95% credible
sets for all parameters. In case the time window starts to contain samples being generated from
different β or σ2ε values (i.e. when the red horizontal lines overlap in time), the estimates tend to
enter a transition phase between the true, underlying values after which stable estimates are again
obtained.
The next example fits a semiparametric regression model on synthetic data that were generated
according to
yi|α0, α1, α2, σ2ε ind.∼ N
(
α0 + α1 sin(6pixi + α2), σ
2
ε
)
and xi
ind.∼ Uniform (0, 1) , (11)
with α0 = 4, α1 ∈ {0.5, . . . , 3}, α2 ∈ {0, . . . , 5} and σ2ε ∈ {0.1, . . . , 0.4}. The values for α1, α2 and
σ2ε gradually evolve in 10 equally spaced steps between these boundaries and for each combination
600 (xi, yi)-pairs were generated. Figure 5 visualizes 95% credible sets for the mean at 6 different
time points for this data set. Samples within the time window of size 400 are denoted by black dots
while older (i.e. outside the time window) data are indicated by small grey dots. Comparing the
95% credible sets with the true, underlying model (i.e. red curve) at each time point shows that the
estimates capture the evolving true nonlinear relationship.
4.2 Forgetting by reweighting data
The methodology from Section 4.1 represents an appropriate approach when one is interested in real-
time modeling using data from a predefined period of time. For example, one aims to continuously
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Figure 4: Evolution over time of the online and batch mean estimates and 95% credible sets for a
time-evolving data set generated according to the simple linear regression model in (10). The online
approach based on a time window of 100 samples produces similar results as compared to repeatedly
executing a batch algorithm and it captures the evolving, true regression relationship (horizontal red
lines) over time.
update a regression model such that only (distributed) data from the last 30 days contribute to
the fit. However, a potential issue with the method in the previous section is that the summary
statistics from data need to be stored until those data fall out of the time window. This section
presents a different approach for incorporating a mechanism that enables real-time semiparametric
regression for evolving environments without having to store the data or corresponding individual
summary statistics.
Closer inspection of Algorithm 3 for online MFVB semiparametric regression of distributed
data reveals that all summary statistics contribute with equal weight to the total sums (cf. line
4 and 5). In order to forget older information and focus on more recent data Algorithm 4 uses a
decaying window through the introduction of reweighting for the summary statistics. For example,
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Figure 5: Evolution over time of the online estimate, using a time window of size 400, of the 95%
pointwise credible set of the mean function for a time-evolving data set generated according to the
model in (11). Black dots represent samples that are currently in the time window, while samples
outside the window are visualized as small grey dots. The true nonlinear relationship is superimposed
as a red curve, illustrating that the regression method captures the evolving nonlinear relationship.
reweighting for the summary statistic yTy at time t can be imposed via the assignment
yTy ← (1− ρt)yTy + ρt
B∑
b=1
yTb yb, (12)
where ρt denotes the learning rate at time t. Various ways exist to define the learning rate: it
can be kept constant over time or an adaptive approach can be used. An example of a decreasing
learning rate is ρt = (τ + t)
−κ, with fixed parameters τ > 0 and κ ∈ {k ∈ R | 0.5 < k ≤ 1}. With
this decreasing learning rate, larger values for τ and κ result in less forgetting of older samples.
In addition, the level of forgetting is decreased as time evolves (i.e. for increasing t). On the
other hand, a constant learning rate can be used to impose a constant level of forgetting over time.
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Similarly to the time window approach from the previous section, a constant learning rate enables
us to specify that only a fixed number of most recent samples contribute to the sum of summary
statistics. Whereas the samples in the time window have an equal contribution to the sum, the
constant learning rate approach implies an additional weighting such that the most recent samples
have higher weights. In this way the assumption that samples need to be stored can be omitted.
Note that Algorithm 4 incorporates a decreasing learning rate ρt. Using a constant learning rate
simply requires to fix ρt = ρ beforehand, where 0 < ρ < 1.
Algorithm 4 Online mean field variational Bayes algorithm for distributed data sets with reweight-
ing of old samples.
Require: p, P,K`, µq(1/σ2ε), Aε, µq(1/σ2u`), Au`, σ
2
β , τ, κ with 1 ≤ ` ≤ r
1: CTC ← 0P×P ; CTy ← 0P×1; yTy ← 0; n← 0; t← 0
2: while new data available in buffer do
3: retrieve and remove
∑B
b=1C
T
b Cb,
∑B
b=1C
T
b yb,
∑B
b=1 y
T
b yb and
∑B
b=1 nb from buffer
4: t← t+ 1; ρt ← (τ + t)−κ
5: CTC ← (1− ρt)CTC + ρt
∑B
b=1C
T
b Cb; C
Ty ← (1− ρt)CTy + ρt
∑B
b=1C
T
b yb
6: yTy ← (1− ρt)yTy + ρt
∑B
b=1 y
T
b yb; n← n+
∑B
b=1 nb; γ ← n/{
∑B
b=1 nb}
7: Σq(β,u) ←
[
µq(1/σ2ε) γC
TC + blockdiag{σ−2β Ip, µq(1/σ2u1)IK1 , . . . , µq(1/σ2ur)IKr}
]−1
8: µq(β,u) ← µq(1/σ2ε) Σq(β,u) γCTy; µq(1/aε) ← 1/{µq(1/σ2ε) +A−2ε }
9: µq(1/σ2ε) ←
n+ 1
2µq(1/aε) + γ(y
Ty − 2µTq(β,u)CTy + tr[(CTC){Σq(β,u) + µq(β,u)µTq(β,u)}])
10: for ` = 1→ r do
11: µq(1/au`) ← 1/{µq(1/σ2u`) +A
−2
u` }; µq(1/σ2u`) ←
K` + 1
2µq(1/au`) + ‖µq(u`)‖2 + tr(Σq(u`))
12: end for
13: end while
To illustrate Algorithm 4, data were generated according to
yi|β0, β1, u1, . . . , u24 ind.∼ N
(
β0 + β1xi +
∑24
k=1 ukzk(xi), 0.25
)
, xi
ind.∼ Uniform (0, 1) , (13)
where the true values for β0, β1, u1, . . . , u24 were gradually modified using linear interpolation. The
number of data hosts, i.e. B, was fixed at 10 and nb = 1 was kept constant. At each time instance
10 samples were processed and the total number of time instances equaled 100000. The true values
for the model parameters were modified each 12500 time instances. Figure 6 displays the evolution
of the true relationship between the independent and response variable as a red curve at six time
points. The 100 most recent samples are plotted as black dots while older data are visualized as
small grey dots. The thin blue curve shows the estimate of the mean by using Algorithm 4 with
a fixed learning rate ρt = 0.001. Figure 6 shows that the estimated mean adapts itself to the
time-evolving data.
5 Application areas
The algorithms presented in the previous sections have assumed that there exists one combiner
that merges all the contributions from the individual data hosts to obtain the global regression
result. This setting is potentially useful for a wide range of applications. For example, a large retail
company with several local stores wishes to analyze consumer behavior and local store performance
in real-time. Each local store collects data about individual consumer purchases every few seconds
and corresponding local summary statistics are continuously combined in the analytics department
of the company. Algorithm 4 allows us to handle such grouped (e.g. the local store and/or the
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Figure 6: Evolution over time of the online estimate of the mean function, obtained using Algorithm
4, for a time-evolving data set generated according to the model in (13). The true mean is displayed
as a red curve, while the estimated mean is denoted by the thin blue line. The 100 most recent
data points are visualized as black dots, while small grey dots represent older samples. Reweighting
summary statistics using a constant learning rate ρt = 0.001 enables to model the true nonlinear
relationship over time.
individual consumer) data: patterns of behavior over time can be interpreted and the performance
of each individual store can be monitored in real-time for presentation to management.
This section further explains other possible scenarios for the use of the proposed algorithms.
The first example deals with the situation where there exist multiple data owners that want to do
cooperative semi-parametric regression, but without disclosure of their data or summary statistics.
The second example addresses the use of the algorithms within the context of the MapReduce
programming model for distributed computing.
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5.1 Multiple data owners: cooperative analysis
When mutually untrusted parties or competitors jointly aim to conduct the proposed semi-parametric
regression analysis, privacy becomes an important issue. Even though the various parties are likely
to benefit from a cooperative analysis, their highest priority might still be protecting the confi-
dentiality of their own data. For example, the parties might not be willing to share individual
records, nor to reveal the origin of the data. Assuming the existence of a trusted third party that
performs the analysis is not always realistic, secure multiparty computation has a role to play (Du
and Atallah, 2001).
The algorithms that were presented in the previous sections do not require sharing individual data
records (i.e. samples), but are based on sharing summary statistics. Secure multiparty computation
in such a context requires a method for secure summation of these summary statistics. The outcome
of such a secure summation is that the different parties, or data hosts as described in Algorithm
2, obtain the combined results, i.e. CTC,CTy,yTy and n, but gain no information about the
individual summary statistics of the other parties. This includes both protecting the summary
statistics and their origin. A simple secure summation protocol to compute n for B > 2 parties is
as follows:
• Party 1 generates a large random integer nrandom and sends nrandom + n1 to Party 2.
• Party 2 adds n2 to the input it received from Party 1 and sends the result to Party 3, etc.
• Party 1 subtracts nrandom from the number it received from Party B and shares the result
with all other parties.
An identical protocol can be followed to compute yTy and, similarly, it can be used to compute
the (unique) entries of CTC and CTy. Remark that this secure summation protocol assumes that
the different parties correctly follow the protocol specification and that they use their true data.
Ghosh et al. (2007) used such a protocol for secure multiparty computation for multivariate adaptive
regression splines to model nonlinear relationships. Compared to Ghosh et al. (2007) the Bayesian
penalized splines approach in this paper offers the advantage of automated regularization parameter
inference, providing measures of uncertainty (e.g. credible sets) and extensions to more complicated
graphical models (e.g. grouped data, geostatistical data or sparse priors) are straightforward. In
addition, online (cf. Algorithm 3) instead of batch computation can also be used in a secure
multiparty computation context. However, this requires repeatedly applying the protocol above,
which might be time-consuming.
Alternatively, a network-based client-server model can be used for secure computation as in Karr
et al. (2007), where it was used for linear regression. In this way, the parties do not directly interact
with each other but only through a server, having the advantage of randomizing the order in which
messages are sent between the clients, i.e. parties. Encryption technology prevents the server from
actually reading the summary statistics it passes between the clients.
5.2 MapReduce for processing large data sets
The MapReduce programming model was developed at the Internet technology company Google Inc.
for distributed processing of very large data sets (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008). Being confronted
with huge computing tasks Google Inc. decided to take advantage of a distributed computing en-
vironment, where large clusters of hundreds or thousands of commodity computers are connected
together. Such a setting requires a system for taking care of partitioning the input data, schedul-
ing the execution across the commodity computers, handling failure of computers and managing
communication between the machines. The MapReduce framework provides a convenient way to
handle these tasks and enables programmers without any experience with parallel and distributed
systems to make use of the resources of distributed processing. In essence, MapReduce can be used
in conjunction with various architectures. For example, Chu et al. (2007) presented a MapReduce
implementation based on multicore computers, thereby taking advantage of the shared memory.
In this section no assumptions are made about the underlying architecture as the main aim is to
provide the general flavor of how the proposed algorithms fit into the MapReduce programming
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paradigm. In addition, the issue of when to opt for MapReduce over another distributed system is
out of the scope of this paper.
A MapReduce task consists of a map phase and a reduce phase and the user has to specify the
corresponding map and reduce function. The map function processes key-value pairs and outputs
intermediate key-value pairs. Typically, the map task can be distributed over multiple machines,
each operating in parallel on a small subset of the total data set. The reduce function then processes
all the intermediate values that share the same intermediate key and outputs the final result. Es-
sentially, the reduce function combines the intermediate results from the map function. Optionally,
there is the possibility to implement a combiner function, which operates before the reduce phase
starts. The combiner function is typically identical to the reduce function, but it is executed on
each computer that performs a map task. This has the advantage of speeding up the computations
when there exists significant repetition in the intermediate keys.
A factor that strongly popularized the use of MapReduce, was the development of an open-source
implementation called Hadoop (White, 2009). While Hadoop was directly derived from Google Inc.’s
MapReduce and the Google File System, a number of related projects have emerged in recent years.
For example, the Mahout project is concerned with free implementations of distributed or other-
wise scalable machine learning algorithms on the Hadoop platform (http://mahout.apache.org/).
Most of the algorithms that are implemented in Mahout are concerned with clustering or classifica-
tion. Here, a map and reduce function are presented for batch semiparametric regression when the
data are stored in a distributed file system (Algorithm 5). The map function basically computes
the summary statistics (as needed for executing Algorithm 2) based on subset Di of the total data
set. Firstly, C,y and n are extracted from Di and then the summary statistics based on this subset
of samples are emitted together with the corresponding intermediate key. The reduce function sim-
ply sums the summary statistics with the same intermediate key together and outputs this result.
Finally, lines 6–13 of Algorithm 2 are used to compute Σq(β,u) and µq(β,u). Note that although
lines 6–13 are iterative, the individual steps can again be parallelized (e.g. computing Σq(β,u) or
computing µq(1/au`) and µq(1/σ2u`) for different values of `) as explained in Section 3.2.
Although MapReduce was originally developed for computing batch jobs, a lot of research is
going on to adapt it to process data streams. Condie et al. (2010) proposed a modified MapReduce
architecture called Online MapReduce, that allows mappers to push data to reducers as soon as it
is generated. This type of pipelining between mappers and reducers enables online aggregation and
continuous queries. Online aggregation means that an intermediate result is generated during the
course of execution, instead of having to wait for obtaining the final result till the job is completely
finished. In addition, their architecture allows for real-time processing of data streams: the Online
MapReduce jobs can run continuously, accept new data as it becomes available and process it
immediately. Algorithm 3 for real-time semiparametric regression of distributed data sets nicely fits
into this architecture. By using the map and reduce function from Algorithm 5, Online MapReduce
repeatedly generates updated summary statistics. Each time the updated summary statistics are
being outputted, lines 6–10 of Algorithm 3 are executed, continuously producing estimates for
Σq(β,u) and µq(β,u).
6 Example: real-time processing of U.S. domestic flight data
This section demonstrates the proposed methodology by processing U.S. domestic flight data with
the goal to analyze air traffic delays in real time. Nowadays, the status of a flight is continuously
monitored and airports generate data streams which contain information about, among other things,
the actual runway and gate arrival times for thousands of flights per day. For this example, the
website www.flightstats.com is used to get access to these real-time data on flight delays, flight
distances, operating airlines and flight paths. In addition, air temperature, wind speed and aviation
flight category observations are continuously made at airports and nearby weather observation
stations. These weather reports can be produced by automated airport weather stations or by
trained observers or forecasters who manually observe and encode their observations. Here, these
data are obtained through the aviationweather.gov website.
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Algorithm 5 Map and reduce function for computing the summary statistics as used in batch mean
field variational Bayes Algorithm 2.
1: function map(key i, data set Di)
2: extract C,y and n from data set Di
3: compute CTC,CTy and yTy
4: emit(1,CTC)
5: emit(2,CTy)
6: emit(3,yTy)
7: emit(4,n)
1: function reduce(key i, list L)
2: S ← sum(L)
3: emit(i,S)
In this example the real-time flight data consist of the flight delay, flight distance, operating
airline and the flight path. The real-time weather data consist of air temperature, wind speed and
aviation flight category measurements. The flight category is a combined measure for the visibility
and ceiling and there exist four categories: visual flight rules (VFR, i.e. ceiling > 3000 feet and
visibility > 5 miles), marginal visual flight rules (MVFR, i.e. 1000 feet ≤ ceiling ≤ 3000 feet and/or
3 miles ≤ visibility ≤ 5 miles), instrument flight rules (IFR, i.e. 500 feet ≤ ceiling < 1000 feet
and/or 1 mile ≤ visibility < 3 miles) and low instrument flight rules (LIFR, i.e. ceiling < 500 feet
and/or visibility < 1 mile).
An extension of semiparametric regression model (4) is used to demonstrate the methodology:
log(delayijk + 120)|β, Ui, Vj ,u7,u8,u9,u10,u11, σ2ε ind.∼
N(β0 + β1MVFRdepijk + β2IFRdepijk + β3LIFRdepijk + β4MVFRarrijk
+β5IFRarrijk + β6LIFRarrijk + f7(flight distancej)
+f8(departure temperatureijk) + f9(arrival temperatureijk)
+f10(departure wind speedijk) + f11(arrival wind speedijk)
+Ui + Vj , σ
2
ε), U1, . . . , U171|σ2U ind.∼ N(0, σ2U ), V1, . . . , V2000|σ2V ind.∼ N(0, σ2V ).
(14)
Here, delayijk is the difference between the actual and scheduled runway arrival time in minutes
for the kth flight of airline i on flight path j. MVFRdepijk is an indicator which equals 1 if MVFR
are applied at the scheduled runway departure time of the kth flight of airline i on flight path j
and 0 otherwise. The variable MVFRarrijk is defined in an analogous way, but for the scheduled
runway arrival time. The other aviation flight category variables are defined similarly. The variable
flight distancej represents the distance of flight path j in kilometers. Variables departure
temperatureijk and arrival temperatureijk denote the air temperature in degrees Celsius at the
scheduled runway departure and arrival time of the kth flight of airline i on flight path j, respectively.
Variables departure wind speedijk and arrival wind speedijk denote the wind speed in knots
at the scheduled runway departure and arrival time of the kth flight of airline i on flight path j,
respectively. Random intercepts for each of the 171 airlines are denoted by Ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ 171, and
random intercepts for each of the 2000 flight paths are defined by Vj , 1 ≤ j ≤ 2000. β stores the
fixed effect regression coefficients β0, . . . , β6 and the linear contribution to f7, . . . , f11. The spline
basis coefficients for f7, . . . , f11 are stored in u7, . . . ,u11.
Algorithm 3 is used to fit model (14) and the time window extension in assignments (8)–(9) is im-
plemented to focus only on the 30 most recent days, i.e. a time window of 30 days is used. The web-
site realtime-semiparametric-regression.net/FlightDataForgetting/ demonstrates fitting of
(14) using this methodology and presents continuously updated results in real time. To highlight the
advantage of distributed processing through Algorithm 3 the combined results for data generated
by 415 U.S. airports (i.e. the data hosts) are presented together with the separate results, obtained
by independently using Algorithm 3 of Luts et al. (2013) extended with time window assignments
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(8)–(9), for O’Hare International Airport and Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport.
The first table shows the influence of flight distance, airline and the weather at the departure and
arrival airport on the flight delay using summary statistics from all airports, from only O’Hare
International Airport and from only Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport. Particu-
larly interesting are the top 10 airlines having lowest and highest delays during the last 30 days
after correcting for all other covariates such as weather circumstances and airports through the
flight path variable. Similarly, the second table provides the top 10 flight paths having lowest and
highest delays during the last 30 days. All these regression summaries are computed in real-time and
the figures are updated every few minutes. The figure entitled airline delay evolution over
time visualizes the on-time performance for the major airlines Delta Air Lines, United Airlines
and Southwest Airlines based on the estimates for the random intercepts Ui by combining sum-
mary statistics from 415 airports. Each day a new data point is added to this figure for each of
these airlines.
7 Conclusion
This paper proposes methodology for semiparametric regression analysis when the samples are
spread over multiple data hosts. Often it is not possible to move the raw data itself due to their
large-scale nature or due to confidentiality issues. Mean field variational Bayes semiparametric
regression algorithms are presented for this setting, thereby allowing data to be processed in batch
or in an online manner. The key aspect of these approaches is to combine summary statistics instead
of actual data. Compared to earlier work on regression for distributed data sets, this allows modeling
of nonlinear relationships, enables fully-automated inference for smoothing parameters and provides
measures of uncertainty. Furthermore, the presented model handles complications as grouped data
and the Bayesian approach permits extensions to a wider variety of models.
An important aspect of analyzing distributed streaming data is to adapt to changes in the
target over time. Two approaches have been proposed to deal with evolving environments. The
first approach uses a time window to let the real-time regression estimates only depend on the
most recent samples. This requires defining the window width and storing the summary statistics
belonging to the time window. The second approach uses a decaying window by reweighting the
summary statistics of older data and new data to handle a changing environment. This approach
requires choosing a learning rate.
In order to illustrate the practical relevance of the proposed method, two types of application
areas are discussed: semiparametric regression when there are multiple data owners requiring secure
multiparty computation and the use of semiparametric regression within the MapReduce program-
ming model. Finally, the method has been demonstrated on a real-life data set. An Internet site
attached to this paper visualizes semiparametric regression analysis for infinite streams of data that
are generated at 415 U.S. airports in real time. Future work includes extensions to other types of
regression models as for example logistic regression or models with sparsity-inducing penalties for
automated variable selection.
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